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“We seek him here, we seek him there, 
Those Frenchies seek him everywhere. 
Is he in heaven? — Is he in hell? 
That damned, elusive Pimpernel” 

 
                                                 The Scarlet Pimpernel 
                                               by Baroness Emma Orczy,  
 
 
Like a Scarlet nuclear missile elusive but  launched from deep beneath the surface 
capable of destroying vast amounts of inhabited territory, gold and silver bullion 
have begun their journey aimed at totally destroying the world of financial lies, 
stupidity, and corruption.   
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Ever since the bull market corrections in gold and silver became obvious, I have 
been writing about them and trying to explain their significance to the future path 
of the precious metals complex. The corrections in gold and silver bullion are the 
type that indicates an extremely powerful bull move will follow the end of their 
corrective process.  Their corrections are complete and have bottomed. This one line 
sentence describes accurately and precisely how we should expect the gold and silver 
markets to perform from here on out!  
 
 

 
“The forces in the direction of the larger trend are so powerful that 
the pattern becomes skewed in that direction.”              E. W. P. 
 

                    Running Flat Correction 
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Gold and silver bullion have obviously completed a Running Flat Correction. This 
portends an extreme and rapid rise in price.               

 
 
“The forces in the direction of the larger trend are so powerful that the 
pattern becomes skewed in that direction.”              E. W. P. 
 
                                                  Running Flat Correction 

                                                                         
                                   GOLD QUARTERLY 
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                                                                         GOLD MONTHLY 
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“The forces in the direction of the larger trend are so powerful that the 
pattern becomes skewed in that direction.”              E. W. P. 
 
                            Running Flat Correction 

                                                        
                                                         SILVER QUARTERLY 
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                                                                SILVER MONTHLY 
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If we put gold and silver together we see that they began their corrections in March 
2008 and completed them in November/December 2014. 

 
                                                    GOLD MONTHLY 

 
                                                     SILVER MONTHLY 
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What could possibly have caused the most bullish and powerful form of correction to take place in gold 
and silver bullion? We do not have to look very far or very hard in order to see the cause that has 
produced the effect that we are about to witness and profit from!! Yes indeed, the brilliant maneuvers 
of the Federal Reserve and the Treasury of the United States of America, called the Q. E.’s and a Twist 
for good measure, are responsible for producing the $$$$effect that will sooth our pockets and our 
souls. These government enterprises are either stupid or corrupt, or purely political, or a combination 
of all three plus whatever descriptive words you want to add. When the Q. E.’s began the gold and 
silver corrections morphed into Running Flat Corrections.   

                           GOLD QUARTERLY 

 

 
                                   S & P 500 QUARTERLY 
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They began together and they bottomed together. They will most likely at least 
temporarily top in the vicinity of LTD # 1 high and LTD # 2 high.   
 

                                  GOLD MONTHLY                          ***** 

 
                                             SILVER MONTHLY                             *****  
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We can take all the negative precious metal fundamentals and all the negative so 
called precious metal technicals and all government negative statements about gold 
and silver and put them where they belong.  

 
The correction in gold and silver is over, complete, kaput! Gold and silver bullion 
have begun their journey aimed at totally destroying the world of financial lies, 
stupidity, and corruption.   
 
The genius of Bernanke, Yellen, and all the other insignificant government lackeys 
with their Ivy League PhDs are directly responsible for the extreme rise in the price 
of gold and silver that has just begun. The really big problem they have is that they 
can’t read the simplest of gold and silver charts.    
 
It takes an old U. S. Navy enlisted man who spent 60 years studying the markets, 
attended college on the G. I. Bill and started on Wall Street as a margin clerk to 
understand the simple basics of reading the gold and silver charts. This is it folks! 
 
                                 Tally Ho! Gold and silver are on the go! 

                 Mother Nature not the Fed says it is so! 
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                  A message from Mother Nature for Cap’n Ron’s Crew: 
 

                                            Download 
                MOTHER NATURE 

 

                
 
 

http://www.bentrem.sycks.net/75thr/music/WarwickAndFriends-ThatsWhatFriendsAreFor.mp3
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                               FOR SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION 
 
 
    https://www.deltasociety.com/content/ron-rosen-precious-metals-timing-letter 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Disclaimer: The contents of this letter represent the opinions of Ronald L. Rosen.  
Nothing contained herein is intended as investment advice or recommendations for 
specific investment decisions, and you should not rely on it as such. Ronald L. Rosen is 
not a registered investment advisor. Information and analysis above are derived from 
sources and using methods believed to be reliable, but Ronald L. Rosen cannot accept 
responsibility for any trading losses you may incur as a result of your reliance on 
this analysis and will not be held liable for the consequence of reliance upon any opinion 
or statement contained herein or any omission. Individuals should consult with their 
broker and personal financial advisors before engaging in any trading activities. Do your 
own due diligence regarding personal investment decisions. 
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